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THE FESTIVAL OF RESURRECTION.
Spring comes again

and Eastertide reminds us of
nature's immortalit}'.
There is no death What seems
so is transition. When in wintry weather the sun hides
his face, northern blasts tear the leaves from our trees
but now the sun is returned and new life grows on
every branch, the verdure reappears in the fields and
man's heart believes with strengthened confidence in
;

!

;

human

the realization of

Easter day

and the question has often been raised whether Easter
day can with any consistency be celebrated by those
who have ceased to believe in the sacred legend that
Jesus Christ who died on the cross rose on the third
day from the dead. We firmly maintain that it can
and that it ought to be celebrated by all those who believe in the revival of spring, in the constant resurrection of

human life, and

Eastertime
festival;
Its

very

is

Eastertime

name

is

in the immortality of

not at
is

all

our ideals.

exclusively a Christian

a festival of natural religion.

pagan, for Ostara was the goddess, of

the returning light

;

and

light brings

life.

She was the

Aurora, the Eos, of the Germans, the deity of the
morning dawn in the East and the egg was the holy
symbol that represented her mysterious powers.
;

An egg

is

a wonderful thing;

it

has been the object

by our greatest naturalists;
and our profoundest philosophers have pondered over
the revelations of its marvelous secrets. The egg repof repeated investigations

resents

the potentialities of

J
/

life.

Mere warmth

is

The egg

contains the determining and formative

factors of certain motions

of living substance, not
otherwise than three points represent the potentiality
of a special kind of curve.
The determining factors
of the

egg have,

in their turn,

egg becomes a symbol
Life

not extinct with the dissolution of individ-

is

ual existence, for even the individual features are pre-

served in coming generations.
in the chicken,

certain degree of intelligence.

egg represents, as we now know, the actual
ories of chicken-life up to date.
Its memories are
not conscious memories, but the preservations of
certain structures in living matter.
They are motions
of a certain form, which under favorable conditions
and proper temperature will repeat all those motions,
those vital activities, which its innumerable ancestors
went through in uncounted ages past.
How wonderful are the secrets of form, and, in
spite of the complex applications of which the laws
of form admit, how simple is the basic idea that explains their mysteries
The artillerist, who aims his
cannon, knows that a hair-breadth's difference in the
1

And,

how much more

is

if

it

this

be true

true in man.

Man's intellectual life has still other channels to be
in and transmitted to the souls of other
men.
These channels are human speech.
The
spoken word, and perhaps more so, the written or
preserved

word, make it possible for the valuable
thoughts of great thinkers and the enthusiastic as-

printed

pirations of poets to live

had never

died.

live

Their souls

still.

among

us as

if

their authors

Indeed, they have not died, they

and

are,

will

remain, active

presences in mankind to shape the destinies, and to
guide the future development of our race.

Whether any given one

of the heroes of

mankind

rose bodily from the dead or not, especially whether

Christ rose bodily from the dead or not,
different for the truth

of

is

quite in-

the constant resurrection

which, as science teaches, continuously takes place

ligious mythology, that there

a

;

of resurrection.

The
mem-

dowed with

been determined by the
and thus the

predecessors

its

nature and in the evolution

to

Dollar!
Single Copi(

;

change the apparently homogeneous and
insensible yolk into a most complicated animal en-

needed

Two

angle of elevation will give another course to the missile
the curve of its motion will be changed with the
variation of its determining factors.

parental activities of

ideals.

the festival of Christ's resurrection,

is

1890.

3,

not say, because there

of

humanity.

in

Let us

no truth in the fables of reis no resurrection whatever.
Let us not say that we do not care for such a resurrection as can be observed around us in nature, and
as can be experienced in human soul life that unless
we rise as bodiless spirits, as taught by supernaturalistic religions, we do not care for any resurrection in
which the continuity of our individual consciousness
is interrupted. Let us not speak like spoiled children,
who want their caprices fulfilled, and if they cannot
have their whims satisfied, want nothing at all. Let
is

;

us rather become familiar with the real facts of life,
and we shall learn that truth is grander than fiction,

and

real

nature.

nature

is

better than an imaginary super-
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Man will die, they say, and if man is dead,
over with him; death is an absolute finality;
and no one, so they maintain, will care for any other
than a personal immortality, in which the continuity

These people take up the cry that the rich are growing richer, and the poor, poorer and then, Ichabod
Ichabod .the glory will depart from our people.
Thus, if Christian countries are less happy than Pagan lands, it is because the gulf between Dives and
Lazarus is now wider, deeper and more impassable
But, after all,
than ever it was in the time of Christ.

of consciousness is preserved.

we cannot

We

are told by men that aspire to be radical freethinkers, that this conception of immortality is a reWhat a strange misconvival of old superstitions.

ception
all

!

is

Men of this class are not familiar with the facts of
Not only is it true that life continues after the
life.
death of the individual, and that the work of every
individual continues as one of the factors in the formation of the destinies of future generations, but also
the care for what will be the state of things after our
death

a most important motive in

is

our actions.

all

We do care for what will take place after our death.
We do care for the fates of our children, of our nation,
of

our country, of our ideals and hopes, and
affect

soul-life will

how

the future development of

our

man-

We do

care for such a continuance after death,
we do care for an immortality of ourselves, even if
The
the continuity of our consciousness be broken.
fact that we care for such things is th^ basis of ethics
kind.

;

it

makes of man

This

a moral being.

that compels even those

who do

is

the motive

not believe in per-

sonal immortality, to sacrifice their lives for their be-

loved ones, for their convictions, and for their ideals.
Let us celebrate Eastertime as one of the most

prominent

festivals of natural religion.

of resurrection,

it

and preaches the moral command, not
limited

more

Beyond

the beyond.

life,

shape that

the feast

and

it

life for

in

is

but to

the grave there

our power to

good or

life,

to live for this

of our individual existence only,

life

aspire to

It is

proclaims the immortality of

is

form and to

;

(

'

shut our eyes to the fact that the

the defective classes

'

of the

'

'

our

cities.

The
mass
poor

fact

is

that, in

our crowded centres, there

BY

L.

J.

VANCE.

the

This folk usage

"clacking."

still

obtains in those

European countries where beggars carry a wooden
dish with a movable cover which they clack and clatInto this clack or clapter, to show that it is empty.
dish people drop their offerings or alms.

Easter Day,

we

are expected to be

full

For, on

of charity

and

kindly deeds.

we

are continually

that the Master's words,

!

speakers to exaggerate the social evils of the present,
either

a

'

—

the

less,

intemperate,

destitute classes are

They

taints.

They

the victims of inherited

environments.

born into harsh

are

The

and the improvident.

often

are preternaturally inclined to passion and wick-

They are apt to be short-lived, though their
numbers remain about the same, from year to year,
on account of recruits from the outside. The fecundity of these people comes up to the examples of the
edness.

Old Testament, while their improvidence surpasses
For them, sufficient for the day is
the evil thereof. They herd in dark dens and in great
tenements, where family above family are packed in
They share about as much in the amenities of
tiers.
our vaunted civilization as if they were in the wilds
These 'poor' people, forsooth, ye have
of Alaska.
always with you a constant reminder of that fashionable charity which has talked so much and accomthose of the New.

—

plished so

Besides, the multiplication of the

little.

and

vicious, usuallj' the result of a

— dan-

And now the question is. Has " society " done its
duty by the "poor"? Our fashionable philanthropists may tell you that there is hardly a decent want
or a form of wretchedness for which provision has not
been made that every pain and ache of the body
They
politic finds some sweet oblivious antidote.
may point to the motley throng of organized charities
which struggle for existence in our great cities. They
;

may

also

show you

that

modern charity

is

now

a regu-

organized business, with paid officials, with large
forces of clerks, and with proper esprit de corps.

larly

reminded at Eastertide
" The poor ye have always
with you," are freighted with a deep meaning. Forthwith an appeal is' made for money.
We are told to
'• Give
Give freely to the poor." On the other hand,
there is a strange tendency in certain writers and
Indeed,

is

'the
of mixed and struggling population called
"
the unfit, the feeble, the scrofulous, the reck-

ger to be averted only by strict performance of duty.

many bits of folk-lore which cluster round
Eastertide may be mentioned the ancient custom of
Of

'

'

crapulous charity, brings both danger and duty

AN EASTER HOMILY.

poor

Tenth Census Report),

ye have with you in increasing numbers. The greater
defectives between
part of the alarming increase of
1870 and 1880 was found to have taken place in

reckless, degraded,

for evil.

!

!

overlooking or forgetting those of the past.

It

is

only too true that the charities of

New York

example, are enormous, whether we
consider the millions of dollars spent or wasted, as
the case maybe. The poor in New York may be born

and Chicago,

in a public

for

home

dispensary

;

they

;

a public hospital

they

they

;

may be suckled and nursed in
may be doctored in a public

may have

their fuel

and

their neces-

—
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saries furnished

by public

officials

they

;

may be kept

in prison, or in a reformatory, at the public cost

may be placed
when they die,

in old

age in a public hospital, and

New

York can be born,
clothed, schooled, physicked, and cared

nursed, fed,
for, all at

they

the public sees that they have a decent

Thus, the poor

burial.

;

in

the cost of the public.

In a single sentence,

COURT.

vate charities must have been enormous

It

?

seems

" For a few weeks," writes Dr. Walk, the Secretary of the Board
" for a few weeks we felt the increased pressure upon the private charities but that
Since then, comparatively
was only temporary."
not.

—

;

amount

small

out-relief has

of

been given

in

Phila-

delphia.

metropolitan charity comes in at every step and fully

Again,

Boards

the

of Charities

in

the differer.t

provides for every want from the cradle to the grave.

states call attention, year after year, to the evils of this

For the purposes of this discussion, we may divide
our public measures of relief into two classes
those directed to out- door relief, and those directed

kind of

all

to in-door relief.

As to the out relief it is hard to understand why
methods, which were condemned and abandoned in
England after the Poor Law Reform in 1834, should
be supposed to work with beneficial results in the
It is now urged that the present sysUnited States.
tem of out-relief in our great cities should be done
away with, in whole or in part. The argument is that
this kind of relief weakens individual self-reliance
that it stimulates fraudulent begging and imposture;
that it thus leads to hereditary pauperism
that it
brings the idle poor into competition with the industrious poor
that, finally, it is a great waste of money
and good energy.
"But surely," cry out our tender-hearted folk in
alarm, "you would not inflict such hardship and suffering on the poor, as cutting off out-relief in our
cities?"
Yes, I would
why not? Those who talk
about inflicting pain and punishment on the " poor,"
;

;

;

by abolishing out-relief
the present methods
rience,

and

Mark
our large

in

cities,

are talking about.

make

Previous to 1879 the city of

two of
Brook-

expended yearly about Sioo,ooo for out-relief.
Suddenly, in the dead of winter, without any warning, without any substitute, without any mercy, the
city cut off all such relief.
Of course, there was terrible suffering that winter ? The answer may be found
" In fact," says the report,
in the official report.
" except for the saving of money, and the stopping of
petty political corruption which has been carried on,

the spectacle of hundreds

of

people passing through the streets with baskets of
impossible

to

discover

that

it

the

would have been
relief had been

stopped."

To

this experience

may be added

appeared, in Philadelphia.

down

itors

cut

well,

nothing.

have been very

the facts, as they

In 1880 the Board of Vis-

the §70,000 of the year before to

But the suffering of the poor must
and the extra strain upon pri-

great,

—

shown

ability to care for the poor,

men who

are recog-

nized for their aptitude in dealing with the "social

problem

"

No, they are men (so the

?

missioners of State Charities say),
party

in

strife,

New York Com-

who

are selected

and whose success depends upon the

and zeal of those who share in the public
(Report for 1884, p. 34.) They are men
(so the Ohio Commissioners declare), without culture

activity

bounty.

or special training for dealing with insane, helpless,

In

fine,

the

root of the

de-

fects of the administration of public relief lies in par-

tisan politics,

provisions furnished by the public,

cities

petent management."

of

lyn

of

in

"should be abolished altogether."
Once more, I would ask. Who are the philanthropists who spend the tax-payers' money ? Economists,
penologists, students of sociology
men who have

The opponents

a direct appeal to expe-

to the tests of facts.

and the cessation

;

missioners bluntly declare that out-relief

evidently do not

carefully the experience of one or
cities.

I

in

and destitute human beings. They are (to quote the
language of the Ohio Report), "an insuperable barrier to reform of abuses, or progress towards a com-

;

know what they

cite the official language of State
two western states. In their Report
for 1886, the Illinois Commissioners say that, "under
a wise system of relief the ratio of expenditure for aid,
outside the almshouses, to that inside, ought to diminish but the reverse is true."* The Ohio Comrelief.

Commissioners

and the

evils that flow therefrom.

Before going further, two plain propositions may
here be advanced.
We must go into the inquiry how paupers are
1.

made.

We must base our charitable methods upon
2.
fundamental principles of common sense and ethics.
Referring to the

first

proposition,

I

venture to

most people have only a vague idea how
paupers are made. Nay, I am sure that our tenderhearted people would start back in surprise at being
affirm that

that they generally aid in the multiplication of

told

the

reckless,

the degraded, and the vicious.

It

is

simply a matter of experience that giving alms to all
who ask it tends to encourage idleness, improvidence,
Thus, it has recently been found out
or imposture.
that, where public and private charities cover the

same

field,

they often co-operate to subsidize scores of
and ignorance. That is to say,

families in idleness

clear-sighted philanthropists discovered at
»

Page

122.

last

that
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gave

different societies often

ple at the

same

been established

Organization Societies have
United

in the principal cities of the

Von der Heydt

in Elberfeld,

first

Germany,

of charity organization are:

methods

organized by

in 1853.

first,

The

the estab-

lishment of a central bureau or clearing-house through
which all charitable agencies can work in co operation

secondly, the creation of an agency for investi-

;

gation and registration of those to

whom

relief

has

been given thirdly, the division of a town or city into
wards, and each ward under the supervision of four,
five or half a dozen visitors. Such a scheme of charity
organization has the merit of doing away with two
overlapping and mendicant imevils of long standing
;

wrong

ing right and

To

long run?

Societies of this kind were

States.

same peo-

time.

Charity

Therefore,

relief to the

COURT.

For, what

seen

is

seen,

is

a gutter child

;

the

the individual case of suffering before us

is

suffering, to

one thing

make comprehensive

is

not

— thieves,

drunkards, pros-

and paupers.
According to the late Prof. Clifford, science i&
Our modern
nothing but organized common sense.

titutes,

philanthropy should become scientific.and our Easter
charities should be based on organized

common

sense.

AMERICAN AUGURIES.*
L.

OSWALD.

"poor"

;

track out the various and hidden courses of

want and

What

told, is History.

BY FELIX

a beautiful notion afloat that the

all the bread that they can
Now, paupers will be made
induce society to give.
as long as people think that, if bread comes it makes
no difference how it comes. To give immediately to

plans for

the prevention or the curing of vice and improvidence
is

am

The seen may be Margaret Jukes,
unseen may be six generations of

her worthless descendants

are to take from " society "

but, to

I

— Mystery.

—

is

in the

Spencer, is the same as maliciously providing for our
descendants a multitude of enemies. We must take
into account what is unseen as well as what is seen.

posture.

There

prove beneficial

likely to

aid the bad in multiplying, says Mr.

The

geological surveys of the Pacific Slope have

verified the

Spanish tradition

Madre

— the

the backbone of our continent from Chili to British

North America. Within the next fifty years the development of the western mining industries will lead
to one certain change in the monetary system of the
commercial nations, viz., the depreciation of silver.

Nevada alone contains

another and entirely different thing.

of the Veta

existence of a trunk vein of precious ore running along

fairly

accessible

silver

ore

lanthropists that their

enough to plate the surface of the state an inch thick,
and the constant improvement of blasting and mining

are clearly immoral

contrivances will soon

Again, has

it

never occurred to fashionable phi-

methods of relief when not cruel
Witness the guise in which
charity often comes to relieve the poor.
In the dead
of winter, a cry not infrequently goes up from the
?

"outcast"

of

who

a magnificent Charity Ball

get

up

great cities.

Plainly speaking, those

do they mean to be cruel. The sparkling
diamonds, the rich dresses, and the glittering scene
at the Ball are all described in the same paper that
chronicles the direst poverty and the meanest suffering.
Once more the pains of Lazarus are narcotized
the glorious springtime.

Coney

Island, Cappa's

the ugly
the

snow

phantoms
flies

Band

Then come May
in

flowers,

Central Park, chasing

of winter across

High Bridge

till

Let us not lose sight of the ethics of charity. We
admit that we can no more escape the wages of sin
than we can from the sickness and pain flowing from
a violation of the laws of health.
We all believe that
a lack of self-reliance and prudence is followed by privation and want.
But a certain kind of Easter charity
would overturn or neutralize this expiatory principle
in the moral world.
It is time to protest against a
certain kind of fashionable philanthropy which pampers and coddles people who are the victims of their
doing.

Let us ask ourselves.

common

make

the material of our silver

" Bimetallism

as copper and lead.

continue, but

it

will

"

probably be changed to a

basis of gold and platina.

The

gold-fever of '49 will repeat itself at various

points of the Pacific coast-lands, in the Tulare Basin,

and probably in the Contra Costa Range but independently of such bonanzas California will continue
;

her career of

increasing prosperity.

Her orchards

and vineyards will enable us to dispense with Smyrna
and with tree-plantations enough to counteract the

;

excessive aridity, the eternal
counties will

make

summer

their climate the

of the southern

most desirable

in

the world, and San Diego an international sanitarium.

again.

all

own wrong

may

do not investi-

gate, nor

till

coins as

Is this practice of

confound-

In 1950 the United States will have 200,000,000
inhabitants, including a few million Spanish mestizos,
for the southern frontier of our republic will then
probably coincide with the southern boundary of the
Tierra templada, the temperate tableland that stretches

the

to

Isthmus

of

Tehuantepec, but which further

south becomes too low to counteract the neighborhood
The frugivorous Indians do not deal
of the equator.
in

politics,

and the hidalgos

will not trouble

us

much

language will maintain a brave struggle for existence, and will long sur-

more than
*

in California, but their

Copyrighted under "American Auguries."
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vive as the vernacular of the

peasant population.

That Trans-Rio Grande Department with its ollas and
pepper-sauces, will be the Hindostan of AngloAmerica, and enrich many a New England nabob, as
its highlands our landscape gardeners will reproduce the Elysian fields of

well as his physician; but in

There the amateurs
of climatic beatitude will pass the winter months till
March, then recross the Rio Grande, enjoy the spring
of the southern AUeghanies, spend the midsummer
weeks in the White Mountains, and use their returntickets in time to eat their Thanksgiving dinner with a
the classic mountain-countries.

the Gulf States shall be studded with south-

ern Chicagos the increase of the passenger

make

traffic will

worth while to build railroads on the EadsGarrison plan, roads with a ten foot gauge, and proportionate engines, that will make the trip from
Maine to Oaxaca in forty-eight hours. Steamboats,
it

too, will

manage

and the

perils of transatlantic travel will, before long,

to

combine

safety with greater speed,

be diminished by the adoption of Captain Sommerof "companion-steamers."
ing's system
Captain

Sommering proposes

to

steamers start pairwise

let

and keep in sight of each other by means of fog- bells
If one of the boat-; should meet
and electric lights.
with an accident, its companion will pounce to the
rescue, and, as
of

it

is

extremely improbable that both

them should founder

of the sea will thus

at the

be reduced

same time, the
minimum.

perils

to a

Transatlantic steamers will leave and arrive every
few hours, and not in New York only, for by that time
Baltimore, and probably Norfolk and Savannah, will
have Castle Gardens of their own. Worn-out nations
cease to colonize in the immigration statistics of the
;

twentieth centur}' the Italians and French will be out-

numbered by the North-Austrians, the Hungarians,
and the manful natives of the Danubian principalities.

And even

before that time the inevitable crisis of the

Eastern Question

may

flood our

a host of turbaned refugees

mountain states with

— not too honest, perhaps,
but far too proud to beg.

for the safety of stray sheep,

In Adrianople the Circassian fugitives began by pawning their children, and were just going to
pistols,

when

raffle their

the arrival of a government commis-

sioner enabled

them

elections,

redeem

to

their pledges.

The

2183

which aroused, instead of depressing, the
"western Moslem." "Clouds have

defiant zeal of the

arisen on the People's horizon," says the Deserei

News

February 11, i8go, "but behind them the sun of
truth and freedom shines as brightly as ever.
After a
of

brief period of prevailing

shadows, the mists of wrong

be dispelled, and the rights of the community,
which have been shamefully invaded, will be re-estabwill

nevermore to be trodden upon, under the
machinations of the worst class of political thieves
that ever disgraced the free government of America,"

lished,

etc., etc.

The

dessert of fresh bananas.

When

COURT.

religion of

the future

may

profess

ulterior

aims that cannot be inferred from the tendencies of
the present transition period, but the promotion of
earthly happiness will be recognized as one of its objects, and that principle will assert its influence in the
management of the North American cities. Every
large town will have a system of free public baths. Of
all the physical disabilities of our laboring classes,
the want of free bathing facilities is probably the
most severely felt, though often, perhaps, in the form
of a vague and undefined discomfort.
The summertemperature of our Atlantic Slope, from Boston to
Savannah, often equals that of Asiatic Turkey, and
in twenty cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants the
midsummer martyrdom of the poor is surpassed only
by the dog-days misery of the British residents of
Bomba)' and Singapore. Some of our eastern cities
are surrounded by watering-places, which are not only
cheaper, but more agreeable than those of western
Europe, and which may be reached in two to three
hours by any gentleman who has two dollars a day to
spare.
We have surf-baths, cheap bath houses, delightfully lonely beaches, and seaside swimming-schools
within an hour's ride of Brooklyn and Baltimore, accessible at excursion rates ten or twelve times each
summer day. But how many of our working men can
avail themselves of those liberal terms ?
How many
even of our small shopkeepers and trade-masters can
afford to visit Atlantic City and Cape May as the hodcarrier of Buda Pesth visits his Raizen Bad, and the

The
silk- weaker the Bains de Belief ontaine ?
neighborhood of a large river or lake only makes the
deprivation more tantalizing, for, not to mention the
defilement of their waters by factories and fat-renderLyons

current of Chinese immigration will be deflected to-

ing establishments, the action of our municipal legis-

ward Polynesia, and the black man and brother will
wane apace and dissolve in the tide of the Caucasian

lators

influx; but the

Mormon

grievance, at the present rate

of progress, will so speedily

chance

of its

abatement

influence of schisms.
gislation

was

and

political

will

How

outgrow control that the
soon depend upon the

unavailing repressive

le-

stratagems are for that purpose

strikingly illustrated

by the

effect

of the recent

upon the subject

of public bathing is directly

and the principal
towns along the Ohio and Mississippi have an elaborate code of by-laws against bathing and swimming
within the corporate limits, and in Chicago, St. Louis,
and Cincinnati not a summer-day passes without the
indictment of some poor lad who has become entangled in the contradictions between the physical laws

obstructive.

All our lakeshore cities,

2
of

1
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God and

the ethics of his native city.

violation of such statutes can hardly be

The visible
more demor-

evade them,
which guides the gamin waterwards
as natural as the craving after fruit and cool drink-

alizing than the constant temptation to
for the instinct
is

ing-water

in

warm

weather, or after

warm

clothing in

winter- time.

Cold water is a tonic and antiseptic, and its frequent external application would almost counteract
the sickening effects of our calorific diet, our woolen
garments, our kitchen and workshop fires, and other
heat-producing artifices which make us dread the advent of the warm season as an annual instalment of
All our domestic habits tend to make winpurgatory.
ter more comfortable, and summer as uncomfortable
as possible, and that we have actually succeeded in
reversing the order of Nature is proved b)' the yearly
exodus of our clergymen and merchant-princes, arid
the epidemic hegiras to Europe at the approach of
the summer-solstice, and the recommencement of the
" gay season " at the beginning of winter. We return
to enjoy our native clime when our migratory birds escape to foreign parts, and take to our heels when they
return to celebrate the season of song and sunshine.
There is no doubt that the municipal enactments referred to have been dictated by an honest sense of
duty, but

it is

equally certain that the beneficial effect

of a legislative effort in the opposite direction could

not be surpassed by the repeal of an ordinance against

open windows in July, or the use of fuel in January.
Thus far our mid-summer misery has been systematicallj' aggravated, and we may be sure that its natural
remedies will be systematically improved as soon as
the prevention of moral corruption and the promohave been recognized as equiv-

tion of physical health

alent duties.

there will be a
is

North have prevailed against their southern adversa?
Justice, superiority of numbers, of intelligence,
and even of weapons, were often on the other side,
but the Northmen, thanks to their hardy climate, were
favored by superior physical strength.
The same
holds good of the contests of rival merchants, manufacturers, and founders of rival sects, we might add,
for health is the basis of all moral energy.
Brilliant
talents may be inherited in conjunction with wretched
health, but their effective value will always depend
upon physical conditions which physical exercise
rarely fails to improve.
Goethe, living in the anteTurnbund era, used to recommend wood-chopping as
a specific for mental exhaustion, "because," he said,
"every physical effort exercises an invigorating influence on the organ of the soul."
That the effeminating effects of city-life have already
begun to manifest themselves in East America cannot
be doubted by the most superficial observer.
The
eastern half of our continent will soon be Europeanized
millions of our young men will follow occupations involving indoor life and brain-work, or manual
labor as unprofitable from a hygienic point of view,
for drudgery is not exercise, and the lost opportunity
and necessity for physical development must, before
long, be compensated by adequate substitutes.
Gymnastics supply that want in the cheapest and
most effective way but, as the Rev. Sidne}' Smith
reminds us: " Communities, like children, generally
make wry faces at what is to do them good, and it is
necessary sometimes to hold the nose and force the
medicine down the throat." Physical education, therefore, ought to be gratuitous, and to a certain degree
compulsory.
In private colleges the adoption of the
plan would, of course, remain optional with the managers
but public patronage would soon discriminate
in favor of institutions having provided some safeguard
against a contingency not unfrequent in the chronicle
of a modern alma mater: the physical collapse of
students undergoing a forcing process of intellectual
development.
The sports of our children, like our national game,
are trials of skill, rather than of strength, and if we
ries

;

—

;

Perfect health, however, depends upon sound and
frequent bodily exercise, and in fifty years from now
as there

COURT.

gymnasium

in

every American school,

a drug- shop in every Buddhist temple.

The education of the body and of the mind will go
hand in hand. Health is wealth, and the shrewdness
of the " Eclectic Nation " will not fail to profit by the
most useful lesson which the experience of the Old
World could have imparted
the regenerative in:

fluence of the

Turnbund, and the unmistakable proof

that physical debility

is

delay success in every

sure either to prevent or to

human

enterprise.

Since the

should stick to baseball while our European cousins

renew the games of the Olympic arena, the West might
have cause to dread the issue of an intercontinental
war.
The victors of Xeres de la Frontera would have
smiled at the idea of a defensive war against the de-

gunpowder the implements of warfare
have become more and more automatic, but the

spised Giaours, but

chance of victory is still biased by the vigor, steadiness and power of endurance of the human hands
that serve, and the human feet that carry those imple-

Christian rivals, their power in the peninsula began to

invention of

ments.
How else shall we explain the fact that in
nine out of ten international contests the men of the

when they introduced Mauritanian

dances, and cock-fights, and
decline, in

left

tournaments

to their

spite of their temperance, their frugality,

and superior scientific attainments.
Not luxury, hot gluttony or intemperance,
physical indolence,

is

the

name

but

of the disease that has

THE
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prostrated the descendants of the preux chevaliers and

The tough con-

the haughty countrj'men of the Cid.

Spanish hidalgos resisted the introduction of Oriental wines and vices, and would have resisted the influx of the American-silver deluge
but
stitution of the

;

beyond the

vides, thus passing

There

existence.
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limits of its individual

not a mother-moner, and

is

moner
in

two

is

before us,

its

child

;

The same

there are only the results of a division.

not in one coherent lump, but

parts.

gunpowder was the turning-point of
Not when they commenced to culminds, as Jean Jacques Rousseau fancied,

the invention of

their prosperity.
tivate their

when they ceased

but

gan

to

lose

to exercise their bodies, they be-

ground against

who
own sake and whose

their northern rivals,

loved athletic sports for their

manhood refused

to abdicate in favor of saltpetre.
Nations have not been ruined by abandoning them-

abandoning those

selves to luxurious habits but by

habits which enabled

them

to resist the effects of lux-

Milo of Crotona, the Emperor Maximin, the

ury.

heroes of the Iliad, and the iron-fisted followers of
Alaric exceeded other mortals in gluttony as
in martial

prowess, and were as fond

much

wine as

of

as

of war.

does not owe the loss of her prestige to the vices
but to the vices of Sybaris.

Italy

of Crotona,

IS

It

is

well

a

which

fact to

more than once

thinkers have
that there

DEATH A FINALITY?
known

scientists

and

called our attention,

no natural death among the lowly organ-

is

ized animals that stand at the bottom of the ladder of
evolution.
if

Moners and amoebas grow and divide

;

and

The propagation of moners, the lowliest organized of beings, occurs by
spontaneous division, A. The complete moner— a Protamceba. B. Splitting
up of the same by a median contraction, into two halves. C Each of the two
halves has separated from its companion and makes up an independent individual. (After Haeckel.)

The process

is a little more complicated in such
organisms as the amaba sphaerococcus
for instance.
This amoeba contains a nucleus {A, b),
with a nucleolus (^A, a) ; and its plasma (A, e) is
encased in a membrane {A, if). When the amoeba
grows the nucleolus doubles, and the plasma bursts
its membrane (as seen in B).
Each nucleolus forms
its own nucleus, and the plasma gathering round each
nucleus begins to separate into two parts, until the

unicellular

division

is

perfect.

they are not starved or crushed to death, they will

The moner which we

live

and multiply

fish

out of a pond of stagnant water for observation

to-da}', is

the

into eternity.

same individual or part

of the

dividual that lived aeons ago, long long before

same

in-

man

ap-

peared upon earth.

man

life, and indeed the
must die? If immortality is the natural state of those creatures of which
all higher animate beings are but complex and differentiated forms, how did it happen that death came

Is

not

a part of animal

How

highest part?

is it

into this world of life

that he

?

that

all

the twin of birth.

that lives

creature that

must

facts.
is

die.

It is

born will

It

seems natural

This, however,

more correct
die.

new being and death

Birth

is

a

to

(<r),

which contains a nucleus
left

The

B.

membranous pouch and

it.

(*)

and

a nucleolus

Its

and

[a),

released amceba that has burst

its

nucleus contains two nucleoli.

is

en-

cyst or

C The

is

its

end.

;

The next

wrong

to say that
is

say

every

the beginning

Yet we shall
easily recognize the truth that neither birth is an absolutely new beginning nor death an absolute finality.
Beginning and end of individual life are relative.
When we investigate the problem of the origin of
death, we must at the same time answer the question, " How did birth come into the world? "
The moner knows of no birth it grows and dia

protoplasm

closed in a membrane.

Natiirliche Schopfungsgeschichte.)

is

statement of
of

division.

of this unicellular organism takes place by spontaneous
A. Encased amceba, a simple spherical cell, consisting of a lump of

amceba begins to divide, its nucleus splitting up into two nuclei and the plasma
between the two contracting. D, The division is completed, the plasma also
having been completely divided intotwo parts {Da and D/'). (After Haeckel.

DEATH AND BIRTH.
Death

HAEROCOCCUS

PROPAGATION

The propagation

yond the

Gemmation
in all

step in the evolution of a

limits of individual existence

trees

is

a process that

and flowers.

'

is

'

growth begemmation.

can be observed

A bud

in

spring

appears, and grows

Many worms, some medusas,
and some corals multiply by gemmation. In gemmaThere is a
tion the parts are not equal at the start.
rapidly to maturity.

mother, and a child for the division is only partial,
and the child begins as a germ.
Sporogony is not much different from gemmation
;

;

it

is

the secretion of germinal cells,

called

spores.
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The

same

spores possess the faculty of developing the

structures of which

Sporogony

is

Among

mother organism

become

higher stages of

for all

life

is

method of procreation.
beings whose nature is not yet

the sole

that order of

so defined that they can be classed either with animals

and which

or with plants,

many

protists,

Haeckel

Professor

calls

instances are to be found where the

procreation of spores results from a union of two in-

These

dividual cells.

cells

may,

in

many

cases, yet

And

not always, be of a homogeneous nature.

in the

course of further advancement the two cells become
distinct

they

;

commence

two

to disintegrate into

of evolution,

Some

consists.

the connecting link leading to sex-

which

ual generation,

destined to

its

COURT.

dif-

complementary elements, which show an
affinity for one another, similar to that between chemical alkalis and bases which tend to unite into salts.
As soon as this differentiation takes place we have examples of sexual generation.
ferent and

much higher at least than the moner
among them corals, multiply by di-

polyps, and

vision.

flower,

Their mouths, having the appearance of a
in size
the opposite edges ap-

grow broader

but absolute

identit}'.

These advantages are
procreation of

A

;

proach each other at the median line, until they unite.
Thus the two corners of the mouth are separated for
good and form two corals upon one stalk.
There is, for the individual animals that come into
existence, a great advantage in the process of multiEvery moner, every polyp thus
plication b}' division.
produced starts in life as a full-fledged creature.
There is no state of infancy with all its troubles and
dangers to be passed through, for these creatures make
their first appearance in a state of maturity.
It is
natural that the form and soul of the original organism
should thus be preserved in all the details of their
parts.
The heredity of these animals is no similarity,

of

new

lost in the

measure that the

individuals approaches the system

sexual generation.

Buds

are at

first

very tender

and may easily be injured before they are as strong as
their mother organism.
Spores are helpless and may
be devoured as food by the many hungry animals that

And

swarm about them.

the higher

scale of evolution the greater
of a

germ

we

rise

become the

in the

difficulties

These disadvantages

to reach maturity.

to

the individual, however, are richly overbalanced by
the higher advantages afforded through greater possiof development and progress.
The struggle
grows fiercer, yet in and through the struggle
the organisms grow stronger
they adapt themselves
to conditions, first unconsciously, then consciously, and
in man they acquire that foresight and circumspection which make him the lord of creation.
Those animals that survive can upon the whole survive only by great efforts they were not strong at the
start, so they had to learn to be strong
they were unmindful in the presence of dangers, so they had to
learn to be on their guard in perilous situations.
In
every respect they had to pass through a severe school
and every single virtue that can lead them onwards,
they had to acquire themselves.
Innumerable individuals, it is true, are sacrificed
bilities

for life

;

;

A shows

the two individuals in immediate contact

tractile vesicle

;

»,

nucleus

;

;

3,

mouth

«M, nucleolus or attendant nucleus,

z\

;

i.

e.,

c, con-

new for-

mation of a smaller nucleus.
S.

The attendant nucleus

old nucleus
C.

?/

shows signs

divides into two segments, ««' and njt\

The

of regression.

After the division of the segments has been completely effected, one

segment

of

each individual

is

exchanged

for

one of the other individual, when

a union of both as thus exchanged takes place.

D

shows an unequal breaking up of the newly formed mixed nucleus into
a larger (««' and a smaller {nun) segment.
E. The o'd nucleus dries up, and the larger segment of the new-formed
nucleus assumes its function in the individual the smaller segment forms the
;

new

attendant nucleus.

Many

which have. been
carried on particularly by Butschli, Maupas, and Balbiani, have not as yet
been satisfactorily established. Whether the exchange of the differentiated
parts takes pUce through the mouth or through a special orifice, could not,
owing to the small size of the creatures, be determined. Still, whatever obscurity

details of this process, the investigations regarding

may

we have

prevail in matters of particular process,

to deal in

such cases with

it

is

firmly settled that

a fertilization constituting the

beginning

of sexual generation.

Multiplication by division
to the very lowest

creatures

;

is

we

not entirely limited
find

it

also

among

animals that stand comparatively high in the scale

;

in the struggle for

mere waste
martyrs of

upon the

existence

;

yet their lives are not

household of nature
progress and the generation
in the

;

:

they are the

of to-day lives

fruits of their sacrifice.

In sexual generation there

is

a blending of

two

in-

dividuals which affords greater possibilities for im-

provement.
The conditions under which the complementary germs unite, and the proportions of their
mixture may be different. Thus a variety is produced
which admits of a selection of the best, the strongest,
and the most adapted for survival. The original con-

t
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servatisni of

down

actly,

life

that tended

reproduce

to

itself

way

to the minutest details, is in this

Life becomes

vere teacher of

ex-

seen, in the two sexes are differentiated into two

plementary parts.
In a child the differentiation of
the nucleus into either a male or a female germ has

more

plastic

and the

;

se-

nature, takes care that bad qual-

life,

begun but

There

multiplication by division.

tion over the

Sexual or
less egotistical than non-

amphigonous generation is
sexual or monogonous generation.
production of

self,

no mere

It is

re-

but the reproduction of a unison of

Sexual generation, propagation by birth,
two selves.
and the helplessness of offspring in infancy impose
heavy duties, as of nursing and education, upon parentindividuals; yet the performance of these duties is
richly rewarded in the progress of the race.
These
duties teach even creatures of lower rank to care

kind more in their children than in their individual selves.
The rise to

for the preservation of their

higher planes in evolution

velopment

The

moral

of

conditioned by the de-

is

sacrifice that

creatures have to bring for the

have

is

greater

still

to sacrifice their individual immortalitj'.

:

they
It

ap-

pears that the regenerative faculty of an amceba de-

pends upon the function

of its nucleus,

perhaps even

The ingenious experiments of Gruber,
Nussbaum, and Ehrenberg, prove, that if we cut out

of the nucleolus.

the nucleus from

animal

one

continue to

will

of

the

lowly organisms the

but that

live,

it

has lost the

renewing its form.* Balbiani, who repeated
the experiments of Gruber upon Stentor caruleus,
shows in the adjoined diagram the renewal of the
whole individual from any part if but one nucleus be

power

pos-

and

;

respects

in

its

become perfect, its growth
each individual of the two
sexes no longer being complete loses its re formative power with regard to the individual
and can
temporarily regain it only through fecundation. Properly speaking neither man nor woman is a perfect and
independent being. Separately they are mortals, they
tiation of the nucleus has

of

The nucleus

ceases.

doomed to die. They will live for a while like a
micro organism whose nucleus is imperfect. Yet in
their unison, man and woman together, are as immortal as the moner.
Upon this fact is based the holiness of matrimony.
Matrimony is a union not for this life only, but for our
death in the coming generations.

after

life

wedlock an act

parent that

of religious sanctity

This makes
and it is ap-

;

should not be entered upon merely from

it

personal considerations, for the benefit, the pleasure,

The

or happiness of either or both parties.
of

future

humanit}' depends upon the sacredness of matri-

mony.

we have

Birth,
plication

of individual

commenced,
istence

moner
life,

it

a special kind of multi-

a growth beyond the limits

Before the

existence.
it

is

it is

was a part

their

Thus

lives.

ex-

its

the immortality of the

only becomes more spiritual.

be an identity

to

a preservation of the soul.
is

alone, but

not

its

The

in a further evolution will
is

lead.

ceases more
and becomes

soul of an animal,

mere shape, not

present form

its

the form of
which these motions
The soul of an as-

formative principle also

its

man

It

of the body,

special motions, and the form to

piring

and

not lost in the higher stages of organized

is

however,

;

a child

of

life

of its parents

nothing but an outgrowth and a continua-

is

tion of

learned,

and, as such,

;

and more

preserved.

in

are

of

faculties.

amelioration of their offspring

still

has reached the state of maturity, when the differen-

?

a moral in the victory of sexual genera-

is

child,

com-

tender system possesses more vitalthan an adult person.
But as soon as the child

ity

WHENCE CAME DEATH

The

not yet perfect.

is

sessing a re-formative nucleus, thus grows

many

preservation will soon discontinue.

ities unfit for
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not

abolished, but modified or checked by the possibility
of changes.

COURT.

:

not only the faculties he possesses at

present, but the ideals also

which he aspires

to

;

it

is

the direction of his energy and the goal of his enThis preservation of human souls, admitdeavors.
ARTIFICIAL DIVISION OF STENTOR CCERULEUS.

The nucleus

ting of development,

of Stentor cteritUus consists of a chain of nuclear beads.

shows the restoration of the middle section which conThe
tains only a single nucleus. After M. Balbiani.
prefixed figure

It is

the nucleus that in lower animals represents

the inner organs of reproduction, which, as
* Biologisches

Centralblati, 1885,

p. yi

;

we have

Encyclopedia Britannica, Pro-

tozoa.
t From Alfred Binet's monograph, The
Open Court Pub. Co., Chicago, 111.

is

therefore greatly superior to

the conservatism of the soul-life in

moners

;

it is

the

preservation, not of the present form, but of an up-

ward movement,

of the soul of

to a realization of ever
Is the

soul,

and

this leads

higher possibilities.

immortality of soul-life not more valuable
If the death of ourselves,

than individual existence?
as individuals,

Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms-

his prey,

and

the price thereof, let Death have
him teach us the earnestness of life,

is

let

THE OPKN
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Sophocles makes her declare
deed in the following lines

we may regulate our conduct, not from the
standpoint of narrow egotism, not according to the
view that death is a finality, but from the ethical standso that

of her

"Thus have

I

to

Creon the motive

:

righteously offended here.

For longer time, methinks, have I to please
dwellers in that world than those in this
For I shall rest forever there but thou
Dishonor, if thou wilt, the laws divine."

point of immortality.

The

;

;

THE ETHICS OF IMMORTALITY.

Death

is

no

finality,

our individual

no

interests,

life is

The whole

and we must not form our rules

the end of

no hopes or

reach beyond the grave,

fears,

may

—
—

be

real ethics,

if

it

is

the regulation of

and
life

The attempt has
from the standpoint of eternity.
been made by philosophers who look upon death as
a finality, to construct a new kind of ethics which

People who have

all.

gist of ethics

not mere worldly prudence

that the exit of

of conduct to accord with the idea

no cares or ideals that

enjoy themselves better

than others who live their lives with a constant prospect of immortality yet, in the long run of many
Nature does
generations they will go to the wall.

should have nothing to do with any aspirations that
They succeeded to a cerreach beyond the grave.

not preserve the individual that cares for itself alone.
But nature preserves those individual features of

that

;

men who conquer

great

of self-discipline

and

The immortality

they succeeded in so far as they showed
egotism will necessarily fail to accomplish its
ends, and that those who yearn for happiness will be
sure never to gain it. Therefore, they said, if you want
tain extent

egotism, and lead moral lives

was

instinctively felt

even before man could have a distinct and clear idea
about its possibility. The moral teachers of mankind
found it necessary to build their ethics upon this
truth, and it is not at all to be wondered at that the
opinions of the churches survived in the struggle for
existence against those people who looked upon death
as an absolute

tality of soul life is a

the

The

finality.

belief

in

the immor-

marvelous preservative among
of the world, and

view

the

was taught to be
who was sup-

soul

wander through unknown haunts, or to soar
some distant star. We now know that this
upon scientific grounds, untenable. But this

erroneous conception was, after
flat

denial of any immortality.

in the error

of those

keeps

who

it

all,

truer than the

The

truth that lives

alive, to the great

a mere superstition.
The ethics that Sophocles taught

time was a

There was nothing higher, nothing greater
Greek citizen than obedience to the laws of his

death.

our state after death,
the poet declared, is holier still
it is an unwritten
law graven in our hearts, and it rules supreme over

country.

miss

it.

it,

*

;

of ethics.

Ethics must be based on
to facts.

The

facts,

facts of soul life

the surrounding world, do not

and must be applied
and its relations to

make

it

likely that liv-

Yet the regard

creatures exist for the mere

ing

cal aspirations.
in his

rule of conduct dictated by a regard for our state after

to a

will

struggle for existence, but a race in an arena for ethi-

of

to

is,

you

astonishment

The immortality

the migration of a disembodied ghost,
to

do,

look upon the immortality of the soul as

the ethics that are derived therefrom are innervating

and refreshing and strengthening.

upward

you

enjoyment of life.
Happiness is one important component of life. But
so is work, so is recreation, so is the endeavor to
progress, and so is the satisfaction of having accomHappiness is
plished something useful for humanity.
If it were, the great
not the end and purpose of life.
pessimist, Schopenhauer, would be right, that life is
Life is the denouement,
not worth its own troubles.
If
the development, the evolution of the cosmos.
life can be said, at all, to have a purpose, it is its own
evolution.
And the evolution of life is no mere blind

many dangers and temptations

posed

do not long for it, for if
This is the negative result
of an attempt to base ethics on man's yearning for
happiness and this result is most valuable, in so far
as it proves that our yearning for happiness is just
that instinct which must be checked by the behests

happiness, do not seek

ideal aspirations.
of the soul

;

all

for

Let us not look for ease in this world unless it be
on the eve of a life that has been full of aspirations
and labor. There is no ease for those who wish to progress.

And

of

but in the noble struggle for advancement and

life,

let us find satisfaction

not in the pleasures

amelioration.

;

all

the written laws of states.

The

ruler of a city

Facts being as they are, we must adapt ourselves
If we do, we shall master them and govern

to facts.

impiously deny the rite of burial to his enemy
he may, by the written law of state authority, inflict

the course of nature.

But a
punishment upon the transgressor.
Antigone will disobey the royal authority,
because of the higher authority of the unwritten law

see.

may

capital

woman
in

But our adaptation

to facts

must

;

like

her heart.

An

offence like that

is

a righteous of-

not be from to-day to to-morrow, but so far as
It

must be made from the standpoint

of

we can
immor-

the Popular Scientijic Monthly for August,
Mr. Herbert Spen
compares happiness to the bull's eye of a target which must not be directly
aimed at. " If you do," the instructor in archery says, "you will inevitably
miss it." Happiness, we agree with Mr. Spencer, is generally desired but
says Mr. Spencer, " happiness will not be found if it is directly sought."
^

I

;

fence.

"

THE OPEN
and with due regard

tality,

upou

for the unity of all life

earth and in consideration of the grand possibilities

and noble ideals

Here

mankind.

of

the basis of

lies

ethical aspirations.

c.

p.

it is

COURT.
comprehended— the

2l!

question

The

solved

is

sure, is negative, demonstrating that existence

in

solution, to

general

is

be

un-

knowable but, in cases of necessity, a solution is a solution,
whether negative or positive. The gnostic must have his pound
The theory give; it and he stands ready, with
of knowability.
his long knife of a negative solution, to cut it from the heart of
reason— out- Shylocking Shylock. A positive solution, indeed, is
required to solve a solvable problem
but, when we come to an
insolvable problem, no solution is as good as a solution, and
equally entitles us to speak of the problem as solved.
Conse;

;

AGNOSTICISM VERSUS GNOSTICISM.
BY PAUL

SHIPMAN.

R,

;

[CLOSING REMARKS FOR THE PLAINTIFF.]

The Editor

of The Open Court, in his reply to

my

rejoinder,

doubt not, the ablest argument of which his case admits yet he has said nothing as to any point of mine, I think,
which a simple reference to my presentation of the point will not
effectually rebut
With his permission, however, I will add a
word in conclusion. Nothing would suit me better, if the circumhas made,

I

;

stances warranted
their order,

in

would be

it,

than

and give

to

up

to take

all

the articles of his reply,

each a distinct commentary

with the space of The Open Court,

trifling

time of the jury.

It

but this

;

not with the

if

would be "wasteful, and ridiculous

But a closing word may not be out of

as existing, but not knovvable in

The

its

place.

known otherwise — known

nature

— the incomprehensible.

something which admits of this knowledge
only is agnosticism." Bearing in mind this definition, the jury of
The Open Court will please turn their attention again to these
recognition

of

words of the Presiding Judge, among others of the same tenor

"The

question

as to the cause of existence

itself,

not admissible, for the law of causation

nomena

This

fact. "

is known
known otherwise and

not merely

general

the Editor denies

absurd, yet
gifts

mean

To
I

it

it.

;

it

What

is

:

is

phe-

which must

incapable of being

is

admitting that existence in

admission,

is

it

will

be observed,

as clear as noonday.

does his denial

comes from a mind

— richly endowed and

mean

It is

?

of high culture,

is

di-

Nevertheless,
evidently

and of uncom-

What does

admirably trained.

it

the gratification of the jury, in a double sense, perhaps,

answering

this

been putting

to

pending discussion, so far as

I

am

knotty question, which, to say the truth,

I

is.

my part, has been to
Thanks to my chivalrous and acof the riddle is now in my hands.

Let us see what an insolvable
an instance, the squaring of the circle."

agnosticism.

Take,

as

He

then mentions the fact that Prof. Lindemann, of the University

of

Konigsberg,

has recently

demonstrate that the problem
is

insolvable," and proceeds:

"taken the
is

insolvable,

immense trouble to
and to explain why it

" This settles the question.

The

squaring of the circle being shown to be impossible, the problem
is

The

solved.

An

solution

is

negative. "

Exactly.

All

is

now

insolvable problem, in the Editor's vocabulary,

it

plain.

seems,

a problem that is solved by proving that it can never be solved
from which it follows that there is after all no such thing as an
insolvable problem
If a problem does not admit of a positive
solution, it admits of a negative one, and either way the problem
is solved.
Applying this short and easy method to the question in
hand, he asserts, with the true hardihood of the theorist, that existence in general is knowable, because it is demonstrably unknowable the comprehension of it being shown to be impossible.
is

:

:

it is

incomprehensible

One

philosophy.
question

denying that
a thing

is

it

:

thing

is

agnosticism.

is

certain.

unlocks the riddle.

It

unties

all

the knots of

In admitting that existence in

it is

unknowable, he means, simply and soberly, that
it is shown to be unknoivable : noth-

not unknoioable 7vhen

ing more, nothing
saying, for there

—

is

I

was about

nothing

to say

less.

less,

And

but that goes without

this

is

monism

— positive

hope no one will accuse me of being wise after the
fact, if I say that from the first I have suspected as much,
But
it seemed incredible.
Who could have felt sure that the smokebegotten genie, whose feet were on the earth and whose head was
in the clouds, could be put snugly, by a little shaking, into the
vial of this verbal quirk ? Well, asking his pardon, and everybody
else's, I am glad that he is vialled at last, and, if I were his discoverer, I can but think that I should instantly replace the stopper, and seal it very close
but one can never tell with certainty
what one might do in a dire extremity.
Gentlemen, I shall not tax your patience further. You of
course will listen to the final instructions of His Honor, with the
interest which their ability cannot fail to command, and with the
respect and sympathy that so well become not only your relation

monism

!

I

;

to his high office, but the solid merits of his character

have no fear

have

;

problem

ipso facto

it is incompredemonstrated incompre-

;

it is

if

To your

for the result.

not quite unbiased,

I

be it so.
judgments, enlightened
:

confidently entrust the case.

POSITIVISM VERSUS AGNOSTICISM.

In real-

complished adversary, the key
" It is true," he says, " that I concede the existence of insolvable
problems but the existence of insolvable problems proves nothfavor of

to affirm (in the face of its

As the clown says of Sir Toby Belch, this is " admir.ible fooling" but. gentlemen of the jury, I submit to you whether or not

certainly

yie sole purpose of the discussion, on

ing in

is

not incomprehensible for the reason that

and

concerned, by

myself at every stage of the discussion.

get an answer to this question.

;

hensibility) that

I

?

shall close the

ity,

The

unknowable.

is

rect, distinct, definitive

turn,

this, in

all

saying that existence in general

is

as a fact only, but

;

all

in general,

applicable to

of nature, but not to the existence of nature,

be accepted as a

mon

is

— is

hensible

general comes under the definition of the unknowable, and yet

:

as a fact only, but is incapable of being

existence in general, being an insolvable problem,

solved

my

excess.

In opening my rejoinder, I defined agnosticism in the follow" The unknowable is that which not merely is known

ing terms

quently, he reasons, with delicious but systematic inconsequence,

We

should have no objection to Mr. Shipman's agnosticism

if

he were to say " Facts are the basis of all knowledge knowledge
cannot and must not go beyond facts, for knowledge is nothing else
than a systematized representation of facts" In such a case, only
the name of agnosticism would appear objectionable.
However,
Mr. Shipman again and again speaks of a fact the existence of which
alone is knowable, but which otherwise is said to be incapable of
being known. Such a thing is a nonentity, an impossibility
it is
not a fact.
Facts are always knowable, not only in their general
:

;

;

existence

but in

their

concrete individual manifestations also.

and comprehensible.
(i) Mr. Shipman again quotes
from Fundamental Problems the sentence that " the law of causation is not applicable to existence in general," and maintains this
to be tantamount to a concession on my part that " existence in
general " is unknowable
and (2), he relies on the existence of
Facts are knowable,

classifiable,

In affirmation of his position

;

insolvable problems.*
is his lack of accuracy in disspeak of " insolvable problems," he substitutes for

Mr. Shipman's chief mistake
tinction.

If I

—

*The two questions must not be confounded as they are by Mr. Shipman
who speaks as if I had declared that the nature of existence in general were
an insolvable problem.

—

2
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" insolvable

"

the expression

"incomprehensible";

speak of

if I

the "inadmissibility of causation to existence in general," he substitutes " unknowabiliiy of existence in general" and then most
positively affirms that

He

I

had conceded,

I

"he

introduces by such phrases as

had admitted, all he wants.
and " he reasons "

asserts "

certain sentences which, if the quotation-marks were not missing,
These quasi-quotations are renI would call pseudo-quotations.

dered nonsensical by the substitution of the very ideas between
which IVtr. Shipman has proved himself unable to discriminate
and he then ingenuously applauds his imaginary victory. Mr.
;

Shipman
tion

is

acts in conformity with the principle that

half the proof

"
;

"a

bold asser-

but he merely demonstrates by his triumphmy arguments.

ant attitude that he has utterly failed to understand

submit the following explanations
rather re-newed, misapprehensions.
I

Mr. Shipman's new, or

to

in

general"

;

special sensation

which we

way

produce in an eye the
Redness is not a thing but
many objects around us viz., in a
as to

call red.

a quality which we notice in
drop of blood, in red roses, in the brilliant light of a sunset,
;

We

;

!

The

tive philosophy,

The

applicable to

phenomena

all

it

as insolvable as the Jew's

errors as the kitten does with

regarding the fallacies of his

;

of a philoiophy

is

not a confounding of

all
;

;

etc.

and positive answers

tive issues

THE

c.

p.

!

PESSIMIST'S VISION.

BY CONSTANCE

C.

W. NADEN.

DREAMED, and saw a modern Hell, more dread
Than Dante's pageant not with gloom and glare.
But all new forms of madness and despair
Filled it with complex tortures, some Earth-bred,
Some born in Hell eternally full fed.

I

;

the latter

if

own

a vicious circle

we are hopelessly benighted by our own confusion
what we demand is clearness, exactness, and discrimination posi-

of nature, but of

not applicable to existence in general,

in

What we demand

;

A

Ghosts of all foul disease-germs thronged the
And as with trembling feet I entered there,
Demon barred the way, and mocking said

"

Through our dim

which has no reference to time, to change, and
to causation, and which in the diamond, forin'tance, would remain
in case the diamond were transformed into other forms of carbon.
If changes were to be iocluded in the term "existence in general," the law of cause and effect would be applic.ible to "existence in general " just as much as to any natural phenomenon.
In that case the present state of existence Would have to be considered as the effect of its past state and the cause of its future
state
and these changes are observable, classifiable, knowable,

means

Agnosticism has wrongly formulated the philoso-

issues, so that

;

is

the argument

is

upon which agnos-

the shaky ground

is

agnostic plays with his

"Existence in general" denotes the quality that all things
that exist have in common
and it omits all those qualities that
they have not in common. " Existence in general" excludes time,
The law of
it excludes change, it thus excludes also causation.
is

this

own argument, which make the world incomprehensible to him,
as proofs that the w. rid is really incomprehensible.

qualities.

it

and

He moves

its tail.

have abstracted, i. e., we have taken away in our mind, this
from the various red objects, omitting all their other

cause and effect

problems

insolvabili:y of illegitimate

with which Mr. Shipman confidently imagines he refutes posi-

quality

course

;

:

"

sixpence

riddle.

is

ether-p articles vibrate in such a

guessed right received a sixpence from and every one

ticism stands.

an abstraction. What is an abAn abstraction is a word-symbol by which we comprestraction ?
hend a special quality observed in several things. Redness is an
abstraction it is a certain quality by virtue of which the luminous

"Existence

Every one who
who had to
give up had to pay the same amount to, the person who had proA poor Jew, Hebbel tells us, had made good
posed the riddle
guesses and thus earned several sixpences.
When his turn came
" How can you put three fishes in three pans, so as
he asked
to have two fishes in each pan, and none left ?"
Everyone of
the passengers had to give it up, and paid his sixpence.
After the
smart Jew had collected the money all round, he was urged to give
"I don't know it myself here is my
his solution, and he said
were proposed.

for the sake of pastime, riddles

phic problem and consequently finds

A LESSON IN ABSTRACTION.
'

"

that quality

vales

and

;

gulfs thou needs not rove

From thine own Earth and from its happiest
Thy lust for pain may draw full nourishment.
With poignant

air

spice of passion

;

lot

knowest thou not

;

Fiends wed for hate as mortals wed for love
Yet find not much more anguish ? Be content."

;

comprehensible.

Does Mr. Shipman seriously maintain that "existence in genis an unknowable something, whi'e the existing things from
which this idea has been abstracted are, as he confesses, know-

BOOK REVIEWS.

eral"

able

The

vice of Mr. Shipman's logic

tions as facts,

error

Chapman and

1889.

?

and

treats

them

as

that existence in general,

supposed

to

be something outside

that he considers abstrac-

like a
of,

No wonder

festations of existence.

is

Hence

they were things.

if

and
that

metaphysical essence,
distinct from, the
it

his
is

mani-

appears to him incom-

This

is

London

i'.

Laiiig.

It

contains not the

:

Hall.

a useful and interesting book.

and
comparison of current speculations, dogmas, and opinions. It is
This
written in a sceptical spirit but is none the worse for that
is a critical age, and any views on any subject which are afraid of
original theories of the author himself but rather a criticism

the hot crucible deserve suspicion.

prehensible.

THE UNANSWERABLE RIDDLE.

Mr. Laing has done for us what few

Insolvable problems, such as squaring the circle, are problems that are wrongly stated. The problem to construct a plane
equilateral triangle, the angles of

which are

such an insolvable problem.

insolvable, because

demands

It is

all

right angles,
it

is

contains

which the one is inconsistent with the
other. Both cannot be realized at the same time. Insolvable problems are illegitimate
they are based upon errors
they are
errors.
Is the existence of errors, or of inconsistent and unrealizable demands any evidence of agnosticism ?
Mr. Shipman
strangely enough affirms that it is.
Hebbel tells a story about a company on a steamer, in which,
contradictory

By

Problems of the Future, and Essays.

of

;

:

of

us are able to do for

ourselves he has gathered the opinions of the great authorities on
It would take the ordinary
the " Problems, "and compared them.
;

reader a very long time to find out for himself what has been presented to him here in easy and interesting lessons.

The

subjects treated of are scientific,

social,

political,

and

Solar Heat, " and ending
beginning with the problem of
with that ominous and eternal puzzle about "Population and
Food." From a comparison of the numerous guesses made by men
of science as to the heat of the sun, and what causes it, the author
religious,

'

passes to a discussion of

laws of

'
'

Climate, " the

"What

the Universe

Time and Duration

is

Made

of,"

the

of the "Glacial Period,

XHK
the evidence for the existence of the "Tertiary
"
place of the " Missing Link

OP^EN COURT.
With an appendix containing prophecy sustained

Man," and the

tories of Egypt, Assyria,

much to the disadvantage of the latter
the " Historical Element in the Gospels, " and pronounces
;

come

essays on

gent and troublesome of

This

is

all.

Scriptures

a wide range of subjects, and

we ought

not to expect

He modestly says
to handle them all equally well.
advanced student of science will find little in the book
it
is
written
for that large
which he does not already know, but
and increasing class, who have already acquired some elementary
To this class the
ideas of science and who desire to know more.
book will be of great assistance.
Leaving the interesting speculations about the heat of the sun
and what the universe is made of, as problems of the future, we
refer for a moment to the political, social, and religious questions
discussed by Mr. Laing for these are problems of the present, and
that the

them are very impatient

limit our investigations than the churches have.

refuses to be imprisoned by the Dontknowstics

on
tell

nothing can ba known, or by the

this point

us that on that same subject
it is

a

The human mind
who declare that
Doknowstics, who

known, and that further

all is

is

nothing, and
will not

it

Christianity

a miraculous religion, or

is

'

'

Agnosticism comes

in as a

is

it is

Christitnity

article

called religion."

.Vicho/as for this

is not to be wheedled into partnership, by the assurance that
" Agnosticism is the best of all arguments against Atheism and

Materialism."

It is

ture and

churches

deal

very friendly and patronising in Mr. Laing to
'
'

May we not

be Christian Agnostics

They

will not shake.

all

"

?

shake hands

He

give the

in the

hit the happ)'

mean

of

modern

popular and short, and

with subjects of universal interest and great variety

Monthly Magazine of Select Fiction.
cents and contain twenty-five short stories.

Mr. Laing does not estimate great men with wise .discriminaand in his Hero-worship he is rather inclined to gush and
glorify.
Desiring to make up a quartette of great men in the domain of statesmanship and government, he finds them in Gladstone. Bismarck, .\braham Lincoln, and
Mr. Parnell.
Of Mr.
Lincoln's mental stature he has no conception, and he patronizes
him in exasperating commonplace
Mr. Laing's reflections on " Armed Europe " are excellent,
and well supported by the facts of the situation. They almost
make us despair of either disarmament or peace. Mr. Laing
throws uprn France the responsibility for this unhappy state of
affairs, and he supports his accusation with convincing reasons.
He sums up "by saying,
No general disarmament is possible, unless France sets the example "
As France will do nothing of the
kind, all Europe, and especially Germany, must continue armed.
'

T.

Origin and Formation of the Hebrew Scriptures. Reciting
when, where, under what circumstances, for what purpose
and by whom they were written, as obtained from the writings
of that eminent Persian nobleman and historian Nehemiah,
who was appointed Governor of Palestine, B. C. 445.
.

have

Its articles are

A

tion,

.

to

The Current Literature Publishing Company
month a new periodical, to be called

ship to believers only.

M.

on "Trial by Jury of Things Sijpernatural."

will issue this

of religious fellow-

M.

story

Its

success seems assured.

near fu-

will discover that the

hand

jiKpK.

month opens with a Central African

7 he Cosmopolitnn seems
illustrated magazine work.

It

say to the churches,

protest merely

"One of Stanley's Pioneer Officers," Mr. E, J. Glave
A Volaplik magazine is published in St. Louis (314 Locust
street).
It bears the uncommon name of Cased Beviiiieiik.
"The Begum's Daughter" is still running in the .itiantic.
To the April number James B. 1 hayer contributes an interesting

powerful auxiliary to those

emotions and aspirations which constitute what

We

by

be coaxed into the arrangement by the seductive contra-

diction that

not, then, the Ne.v?).

in-

willing to compromise,

cannot be blended with Agnosticism.

why

against confident assertions on insufficient grounds.

sin.

nostic Christianity."

his ac-

or

criticism (though

and make things pleasant,
by grafting grapes on thorns, and calling the curious hybrid " Ag-

Mr. Laing

;

;

—

at

right to

Si.

vestigation of

now unknown "

Not that we care very much whether
somebody else wrote " the most important part of the
"
Old Testament
for that work will lose naneof its value, whoever
Nor do we condemn Mr. Burge's praiseworthy attitude
its author.
with regard to his contention that the Old Testament is subject of

Nehemiah

Unknowable." But he has no more

so he himself says, " until

is,

taken wholly from the pages of the Bible

ducted less dogmatically.

for solution.

Mr. Laing makes the range of inquiry end

the threshold of the "

is

The author's position is that the most important part of the
Old Testament was written and compiled by one pe son, and that
To sustain so important an assertion
that person was Nehemiah.
we confess we think that more ma'.erial should have been alleged,
the sources more critically examined, and the investigation con-

In his plea for Agnosticism as the true solution of the great
religious problem,

:

McClurg & Co.

erty of every Biblical student

;

of

A. C.

and he marvels
that it has so long escaped the eye of critical research.
But as a
matter of fact, far from being " until now unknown," the evidence
Mr. Burge adduces in support of his theory is the common prop-

count

Mr. Laing

some

:

the his-

in

and a review of radical
Lorenzo Binge. Boston
Lee &
;

Judging from the exhaustive and encyclopaedic title of this
work one would expect to meet a voluminous and ponderous
treatise.
But not so. It is a small, typographically modest, and
well-printed little volume of one hundred and thirty two pages.
Mr. Burge's history of the origin and formation of the Hebrew

it worth"Scepticism and Pessimism,"
" Creeds of the great Poets," "Armed Europe," "Taxation and
Finance," closing with a study of the food question, the most ur-

After that

less.

Chicago

Shepard.

then he analyzes

and Babylon

By

views of the Bible.

Passing from the physical sciences, Mr. Laing explains the
and compares " Agnosticism and Chris-

" Religion of the Future,"
tianity,"

2191

.

It

New York

of

Short Stories

will cost

:

twenty-five

Dr. Martineau's forthcoming book, "The Seat of Aulhoiily in
Religion" will be published almost immediately by Longmans,

Green & Co.

The work

is

addressed not to

philosophers or

scholars, but to educated persons interested in the results of

modern

knowledge.

The True Commonwealth is the name of a new sixteen page
monthly periodical published in Washington, D. C. It is a magazine of reform, which latter means in the opinion of its editors a
modified nationalism somewhat similar to that of the public departments of Germany — and the abolition of monopolies.

—

The April Seribner's contains a beautiful frontispiece by J R.
Weguelin and Henry Wolf, "Now Chaplets Bind" an accompaniment (o Archdeacon Wrangham's translation of Horace's
Ode to Sestius (Bk. I, IV). This is the first of a series of illustrations by the same artists for selected Odes of Horace

—

Forum upon " Hypno ism and
Mr. Richard Hodgson on "Truth and Fraud in Spiritualism" and Dr. Lyman Abbott on "No Theology and New
Theology." The Forum in turning its attention to these a''d kindred topics has shown a deep insight into the needs of the time.
Dr. Charcot writes in the April

Crime"

;

;

—
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The Transatlantic oversteps these barriers. It
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your best. What are your newest discoveries in
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What are your
latest productions in literature ?
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